
PLEDGE OF RESISTANCE 

The AFFINTY GROUP: 
INFO SHEET #2 Medical Support 
Medical personnel will be present at the demonstrations. We'll let you 

know how they will be identified. We also plan to have a medical hotline 

phone number to call if you need further help. Meanwhile, we strongly 

suggest the following: 

1. Don't wear dangling earrings or jewelry that may get caught 

or pulled. 

2. Don't wear anything around your neck. 

3. Wear hard shoes rather than sneakers or sandals. 

4. Don't dress, as if for combat. ..you will be targetted by the police. 

5. Individuals may bring along aspirin. Don't get caught dispensing 

them to others in your affinity group as this is illegal. It is 

also useful to bring along a water bottle, bandaids, a handkerchief, 

and dimes for telephone calls. 

6. Put up long hair. Scarves and bandanas can later be wet and used 

for tear gas or bandages. 

7. Don't drink much before a demonstration. There may be no access to 
bathrooms, even downtown or in public buildings. 

8. If you take medication, bring along extra doses. Labeled medication 

(with prescriptive information on the bottle) is important in case 

of arrest. 

9. If you have a chronic illness, particularly serious heart or lung 

disease, consider supporting rather than participating in civil 

disobedience. Active support •is vital to successful CD and may 

be safer for you. For example, gas can precipitate a severe asthma 

attack. 

10. Alert members of your affinity group  in advance of special medical 

needs or allergies'. If you have a medical condition, wear a-medical 

alert -card or ID stating,' for'example, that you're'a diabetic• on insulin 

or allergic to penicillin. 

11. If CD is planned: 

Don't wear contact lenses. They can seriously injure your 
eyes. if -tear gas is used. .. 

wear make up or cream. Tear gas sticks` o it 

Don't wear false teeth They can "get knocked' loose and 'cause, choking. 

12. A tetanus shot is recommended if you haven't had one within five years. 
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MEDICAL INFORMATION PACKET p.2 

Affinity groups should have the following on hand: 

water (enough to drink and to rinse eyes copiously in case of gas) 

bandaids, ace bandages, and wrapped kotex (good for even minor head wounds 

which tend to bleed alot) 

tampax 

salt tablets (see note on heat cramps below) 

handkerchiefs or rags 

cool packs (breakable ice packs that can be placed on sprains, etc.) 

newspaper. (which can-,  be rolled and used' for' splints) 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

Tear Gas and Mace 

Many different kinds of gas or mace (a liquid that is propelled) have been 

. developed that range in strength and toxicity. Plan to protect your face and 

eyes with a wet cloth (or ski goggles if you have them) and wear clothing that 

covers your arms and legs. If you are gassed or maced, use copious amounts 

of water to rinse your eyes. Do NOT rub them or wash with soap as this may 

cause further irritation. 

Cold Weather 

Use common sense in cold weather. Sports stores supply glove liners, sock 

liners and long underwear, all of which should absorb sweat. Frostbite is most 

common in the extremities and a similar condition, immersion foot, occurs when 

feet are cold and wet (from sweat as well as from rain or snow.) Tingling 

and numbness are early warnings of frostbite. Skin hurts and turns violet red 

and may burn and itch before total loss of sensation occurs and the skin turns 

very white. Ideally,. injured areas should be warned in water about 103-107 F 

Room air takes too long and warmer water can do more damage. If frostbite is' 

suspected,  gently remove constricting clothing such as boots, socks and gloves 

but DO NOT rub the area; injured tissue is extremely sensitive and easily 

traumatized. Drinking, coffee may comfort and help dilate blood vessels; smoking 

and alcohol constricts them further. Frostbite needs medical attention'. 

Seek 'shelter, and wamth before injury occurs 
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Hot Weather 

Heat cramps can occur after prolonged exposure to heat with excessive sweating and 

water replacement. It is caused by loss of body salt. Symptoms are severe muscle 

cramps and pain, especially in the calf and abdomen, faintness, dizziness, and 

exhaustion. The treatment consists of replacing the salt: 5 to 10 grain salt 

tablets are adequate in mild cases. Coated tablets taken with a glass of water 

(not iced) are less likely to nauseate. Heat cramps are preventable by taking 

salt tablets before the demonstration if it's hot and especially if you tend to 

sweat alot. 

Heat exhaustion is characterized by fatigue, lassitude and faintness followed 

by profuse clammy perspiration, pale and cool skin, thready pulse and shallow 

breathing. People may faint, usually briefly, as blood moves to the body surface to 

cool off and thereby decreases the circulating blood volume and heart output. 

Cool the victim off, place her/him in a reclining position and if conscious, administer 

salt and cool drinks. Don't let the person sit up until fully recovered. 

Heat stroke is a medical emergency. Elderly people and alcoholics are most 

susceptible to heat stroke, particularly on hot, humid days and when there is 

much physical exertion. It occurs when sweating mechanisms fail and the body 

can't cool itself off. Victims collapse, are hot, very dry and usually very 

flushed. If heat stroke is suspected, cool the persoh while you get help fast. 

(above adapted from Henderson, John, MD. Emergency Medical Guide. 2nd ed. Mc-Graw Hill, 
New York, 1969.) 

This packet has been prepared for The Pledge by Healthworkers Against Reagan. 

Special thanks to Bella Rosner. 
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Pledge of  FU515TANCF 

INFO SHEET #4 LOCAL MEDIA 
Here's an outline of steps you can follow and options you have in publicizing events 
or increasing overall coverage of Central America issues in your local- papers. These 
ideas are geared to the typical weekly, monthly, or two-or-three-times-a-week paper; 
however, you can use the same approaches for radio stations that strongly focus on 
your community (as compared to a citywide focus). 

1. KNOW YOUR LOCAL PAPER(S) 	RADIO STATION(S): Study their subject matter and style. 

2. MAKE CONTACT AHEAD OF TIME: 

If you're planning a series of different events, such as in conjunction with 
Big Pine III or Central America Week, contact editors a week or 10 days before 
the first event. Describe the whole range of activities: speeches in churches, 
schools, and neighborhood homes, demonstrations, theater, official proclamations 
of support by local dignitaries (ministers, politicians, etc.). Explain how 
local activities tie in with citywide activities and national events. 

The editor may refer you to a reporter who will cover some of your events, or 
may ask 	to submit one or more stories that they'll consider printing. 

If you already know someone in a news organization, contact that person for a 
referral and introduction to the editor (or appropriate person). 

3. NEWS RELEASE(S) 

The personal contact just described can be made before you send a news release, 
or at the same time (hand-deliver the news release), or in a follow-up call 
after your first news release has been sent. 

BEFORE THE EVENT(S) 

When citywide events like Big Pine are happening, a general release will go out 
from the Media Task Force to major media like the TV stations, radio stations, 
and Globe. If you're planning something in your neighborhood that you think 
deserves broader coverage -- such as a vigil or theater action that would look 
striking on camera -- contact the Media Task Force. Copies of the general 
release may be sent to neighborhood papers to give them background. But local 
papers generally want to print only stories about people and events in THEIR 
NEIGHBORHOOD. So it you want coverage, you must write your own news releases -- 
or call them articles. 	  

An effective news release should be written exactly like an article that would 
appear in print. It has two purposes: to get published, and to interest editors 
in covering your event (or at least in attending to get more background on your 
group. Personal follow-up after the release is sent out is a must: "Did you get 
it? Will you be publishing it? Any problems with it? Do you need more 
information? Would you like to interview so-and-so?" Even if this story will not 
appear, find out all you can about the paper's needs and encourage the editor 
or reporter to get better acquainted with your group in any way you can think of. 

SAMPLE ARTICLE YOU'D SUBMIT BEFORE AN EVENT: (double space) 

."An Eyewitness Report on Nicaragua" is the title of a talk and slide 
show that Brighton resident Stan Natz will present at the Jackson-Mann 
School, address, Tuesday, February 19 at 8:00 p.m. In his open-to-the-
public talk, Natz will describe his experiences living and harvesting 
coffee with a Nicaraguan family under constant threat of attack for 
three weeks in January. 

"It was a real eye-opener, -completely different from things I'd read  
in the U.S. press" - 	Natz excalims '!I saw. 

(Continue with a few lines of his specific experiences, why he 
went, how he feels ..about 'U.S. policy,-. what other activities, 
his event is tied in with in the neighborhood beyond.) 
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OR USE A MORE TANTALIZING LEAD: 

"In Nicaragua I became friends with people who went out and picked coffee 
every day, even though they knew that the counterrevolutionaries might 
come along at any moment and kill them just for working in their own fields," 
says Brighton resident Stan Natz, who just returned from a three-week trip 
to Nicaragua. Natz will share his experiences with his neighbors this 
Sunday afternoon at 2 in the coffee room of Holy Temple Church, 600 
Sanctuary Street in Allston. Refreshments will be provided during the slide 
show and discussion, which follows the regular Sunday morning worship 
service and is open to the public. 

(Follow with a quote from the church minister about why this is 
important, and/or more from Natz about what he will discuss, why 
he went, how it relates to events in the daily news, like Big Pine.. .etc.) 

USE THE MOST SPECIFIC, CREDIBLE INFORMATION YOU HAVE IN YOUR LEAD. 

It's OK newswriting to say: "The Somerville Citizens Committee Against War 
will .sponsor] a march and vigil to. protest current U.S. :military exercises 
Honduras, starting in front of City Hall on Saturday, February 16 at Noon..." 

BUT BETTER: 

Seven community groups have endorsed a march and vigil protesting the 
current "Big Pine" U.S. military exercises in Honduras, to be held...." 

OR 
State Rep. Joe Blogun (Somerville) and the Rev. Patricia Godly of the 
First Unitarian Church of Somerville will be among the speakers at a rally 
protesting current U.S.. military exercises in Honduras, this Saturday at..." 

OR you could start with a pithy quote from Blogun or Godly about Big Pine. 

Just make sure you get that WHO-WHAT-WHEN-WHERE in the first or second sentence, 
and that LOCAL ANGLE up front. 

Make sure you meet the local papers' DEADLINES for considering articles. 

ARTICLE OR RELEASE AFTER THE EVENT: 

Even if your pre-event article wasn't published, don't get discouraged. In either 
case, it will be useful to submit a follow-up article -- unless the editor has told 
you adamantly it won't be published. Conditions change from week to. week,. and this 
might be the moment the editor needs your story to fill a space. 

IDEAS FOR THE. LEAD: 

The pithiest or most persuasive remark made by your most well-known or credentialed 
speaker (and being just back from Central America can be a credential). Did controversy 
erupt? Did something unexpected happen? Don't hide it; that's the news 

Then get that WHO-WHAT-WHEN-WHERE in.there,.a bit more about WHY...how does the 
Central American situation relate to you and me in OUR NEIGHBORHOOD? Include a quote ,.. • . .: .. ......:... 	 g 	. 	g. 	 people  or two telling us Including interviews with local people 	who attended Stan Natz's 
slide show or the rally  Why did they come. How did they feels about the event? Did  
it change their feelings on the issues? ' How? How do they see the issues? (And 
every time you interview someone make sure you find out where s/he lives.) 

End the release by tying the local story in. with city/national events, if that hasn't 
already become clear, and with newsy of upcoming plans of your group, and information 
on how to contact your group. Some editors will cut that last item, but some will 

"print it; make sure it is in the .3rd- person . interested person .may contact. Joy Smith . 
at, 527-6314.-") 
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You can write the post-event release just by changing the pre-event article to 
past tense, unless your pre-event article did get published, pretty much intact 
and complete. In fact, if you are expecting reporters to attend your event, 
this is always a good idea: just change the release to past tense, adding any 
new information you have or any more colorful lead you think of, and hand it out 
to press who come to your event. If you have background material on the issues, 
put it all together as a PRESS PACKET. Background info could include issue fact 
sheets, reprints of other articles on the issues, and short biographies of your 
speaker(s) and their relevant experiences. 

TIE THINGS TOGETHER: 

If someone in your town is active in the sanctuary movement, or there's a local 
address for contributing material aid, tie this information into your story a 
few paragraphs after the lead. The more this info actually is part of the event 
you're leading off with, the higher in the story it should go. 

LENGTH: 

If the editor doesn't give you particular instructions, study similar stories in 
the paper as a guide. Some people say a news release should always be short: 1-1/2  
pages max. (The story should start 1/2 way down the first sheet of paper.) I'm of 
the school of thought that says go ahead and write it longer - up to 2-1/2 pages - 
but make sure all the essential information is there in the first 2 or 3 paragraphs, 
so the editor can cut it anywhere. 

Of course, if the paper has sent a reporter to your event, your job is must easier: 
just making contact and following up with more information if the person needs it. 
If the story doesn't appear, get in touch and ask why, and don't get discouraged. 

SECRET ACTIONS: You may want to invite friendly local press to a highway billboard 
action or "hit-and-run" guerilla theater. 

Use your judgement; if you're giving them 
a colorful-looking "scoop," it may strengthen ties. An alternative, of course, 
is to have your own photographer on the scene and submit good shots to the paper. 

6. But we're not planning a local event...! You've probably  still  got a local story, 
or half a dozen to choose from, if you want to use the opportunity of Big Pine, 
for example, 	- -----•- --->as explicit context or simply as your own 
motivating factor. Again, you can start by offering the news to local editors 
or reporters; if they have some interest but don't want to cover it themselves, 
you can write it. Some possible themes: 

Local people doing actions elsewhere in the city: 

"Somerville labor activist George Borge will speak at..." 

Local people's lobbying activities: 

"Sixteen Allston-Brighton residents representing seven churches and community 
groups will meet with Senator John Kerry ne.xt Tuesday, February 19, urging 
him to officially protest current U.S. military exercises in Honduras (known 
as the "Big Pine" maneuvers) and to take the lead in Congress in ending 
U.S. military aid to El Salvador and normalizing relations with Nicaragua. 

"(Quote one or more people who will be lobbying... more details on what the 
lobbying group will be asking for, what the deficiencies in Kerry's position 
have been...the Massachusetts Congressional delegation has been strong, but. 
not strong -enough : cite Allston-Brighton's vote, and the statewide vote., in 

the referendum as evidence of where these legistlators' constituencies' 'really 
stand on the issues. details and implications of Big Pine- maneuvers 	etc )." 
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And write about the results: 

State Rep. Gruff Bruffman will sponsor a resolution in the Massachusetts 
legislature calling on Congress to stop military maneuvers such as the Big 
Pine exercises by the U.S. in Honduras last week, he told promised sixteen 
Allston-Brighton residents who met with him this morning. Calling the meeting 
with representatives of seven churches and community groups "an eyeopener," 
Bruffman also said he intends to visit Central America this year. 

(Further Bruffman quotes and community-group quotes...) 

Was the meeting dissatisfying? Write about that and how the group plans to 
increase the pressure on this legislator and others, & why it's important that s/he 
respond. 

Or promote a feature about something that's been ongoing: 

--An interview with a local person involved in the Sanctuary movement; 

--An interview with a local person involved in a material aid campaign; 

--An interview with a local politician who has proposed that Boston become 
"sister city" to a city in Nicaragua; 

--An interview with a local person who went on a brigade to Nicaragua; 

--A profile of someone who has specific information or involvement due to an 

area of expertise: a nurse who's been to Guatemalan refugee camps in Central 
America; an anthropologist who has studied the region; etc. 

--A profile of a local rabbi or minister who's been speaking out on the 
issue in sermons. 

Don't forget cultural work: local musical or theatrical events, artists, musicians, 
etc., who are active on the issues. 

Calendar Listings: 

Don't expect that your pre-event article or news release will show up as 
a calendar-of-events listing. You must submit a separate listing, written 
in the particular paper's format -- usually including just the event name, 
featured speaker or film or whatever, place, date, time, and sponsoring 
organization, and admission fee if any. Also check with the paper (or radio 
-station). on who to send it to and when: Calendar listings often are handled 
by a different editor and have a much earlier deadline than news stories. 

THE KEY IS THAT WHATEVER LOCAL PEOPLE DO OR THINK IS.NEWS:.  If you think of it as 
news, and present it as news, the press is more likely to see it as news. 

NEED HELP? ADVICE? EDITING? WANT TO STRATEGIZE ABOUT PUBLICITY? The Media Task Force 
will try to assist. Also PLEASE KEEP COPIES OF WHAT YOU WRITE, AND GOOD NOTES ON 

• HOW THE MEDIA RESPONDS TO YOU: We are interested in your experience,. and it will 
• help other groups in your area. IF YOU'RE NEW TO THE ISSUES.,.OR NEW TO WORKING. ON 

THEM EM  IN YOUR COMMUNITY MAKE;` SURE YOU'RE IN TOUCH WITH OTHER GROUPS' IN YOUR AREA 
who  are involved  in the issue:.. They may also have good advice about local -- press. 

Finally, THE MEDIA TASK FORCE NEEDS HELP. We especially need people with prior 
• press-relations or writing experience, though inexperienced are welcome as well. 

Leave a message for us at CASA, 492-8699, or contact Shelly Kellman, 623-7579. 
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